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Lochau rural (h)arbours

Infrastructural strategies 
 
Lochau (h)arbours using the metaphor of an 
arbour, we could think of Lochau as one big 
house surrounded and overgrown by vegetation. 
This notion of the arbour allows us to understand 
Lochau not as a separated agglomeration of 
houses but as a cluster of interior and exterior 
spaces. Lochau, in that sense, is understood as a 
new structure where different species are allowed 
to nest in.  
Within this framework, several strategies are 
applied; these strategies are based on the following 
set of constitutional processes: 
 
1.  no new sealing of the ground anymore.  
2.  reuse sealed ground instead 
2.  reconfigure instead of demolishing and  
 newly building 
3.  reduction of inner car traffic 
4.  expansion of public transport and car- 
 free mobility 
5.  the need for public exteriors and   
 interiors for civic expression 
6.  maintaining heterogeneity instead of  
 monoculture in the broadest sense 
7. remix everything 
8. rethink infrastructure and  
 the infra in the term 
9.  rethink materiality and  
 include craftsmanship 
10.  create loopholes

Caring for the Lochau meadows as green corridors 
New and existing infrastructure to expand the already existing network of protected green 
spaces. Lochau is a link in a network of very valuable green spaces. This situation must be 
expanded and emphasised. The maintenance aspect includes maintenance cycles and social 
interactions. New jobs and responsibilities are created.

Caring for the Lochau meadows

1 new contact line 
 infrastructure connecting industrial area with harbour
2 sports quarter park connection to river biotop
3 harbour building roof and screen
4 pergola roofs as green connection
5 Lochau lawn – Wiesen to be maintained
6 river parks as biodiverse biotops
7 kindergarden  centre
8 connecting forests to be sustained

Civic Node Centres - Creating moments of desire
Productive node centres, as a consequence of an active civic band, are all connected. These 
node centres are highly productive and livable areas throughout Lochau, creating smaller 
pockets of denser city life. Node centres have a high degree of civic quality and are in direct 
connection with each other. Throughout Lochau, we can already see 4 of them existing. By 
intensifying in these areas, Lochau focuses more on the existing situation.

Process - Lochau (h)arbour -  
New civic space for all species
A new hub in the south of Lochau for all kinds of festivities and 
activities.

Strategy - Lochau Plains 
Maintaining green areas becomes a vital point in the yearly seasona-
lity. Machinic and human acotors are coming togehter to celebrate 
the maintenance of the feuchtmahd lawns. Geometric layouts 
could become temporary spaces within the rural region. Mowing 
the land becomes an integral part of the communal identity of 
Lochau, which brings together all generations.

Process - Active Ribbon 
The development along the already existing ribbon allows for a 
more condensed and active development of Lochau. Densification 
or the opposite becomes the main factor within this area.

Strategy - biophilic noise landscapes 
Infrastrucutral expansions will also be important for the future of 
Lochau. Due to a higher traffic of raillines and also to integrate the 
industrial area in the south biophilic walls out of rammed earth 
could be an interesting hybrid to on the one hand protect against 
noise, and on the other hand create pockets and niches for other 
species to nest in. Reuse of excavation material and greenconnec-
tion along the trainlines. Selected view alow to still look beyond. 
These elements work similar to fruit walls.

Process - Following the raindrop  
The rivers, which are not always present in Lochau, could become 
a fascinating moment where rivers, vegetation and civic life could 
intermingle. Benches, flat elements and other objects which sustain 
flooding could become spots for a different porosity of the fabric 
of Lochau. Thus the connection to the lake is rethought. Following 
the raindrop towards the lake becomes an integral part of life in Lo-
chau. These elements could also generate better flood prevention in 
the coming years.

Strategy - Rural Quarters 
Creating moments of desire within the fabric. Walking along the 
ribbon is a way to outline Lochau and define itself by walking on 
its perimeter.

1 Harbour Node - civic desires  
2 West Node (area around Loft)
3 municipality office towards bank 
4 School quarters with celebration hall

The end of traffic - car-reduced scenario 
Pedestrian landscapes and a scenario for a car-reduced traffic situation: The train frequency 
at Lochau station will increase. This could lead to a change in Lochau‘s mobility behaviour. 
The reduction of car traffic within the core and the band of new urban spaces with better 
public transport could initiate a better life. In addition, experiencing Lochau through 
its extensive network of paths could become a new spatial experience. Walking through 
meadows, along the rivers, along the ribbon and the coast. A public traffic spine connecting 
Lindau, Bregenz and Hörbranz.

1 Lochau harbour building as civic platform
2 Paths through industrial areas connecting both sides
3 Connecting important buildings in Lochau 
4 Lawn paths as a new urban experience

Sustaining Lochaus rural generosity - Green is cool! 
By thinking of Lochau as an active band surrounding a garden, the centre or better, the 
„Lochau meadows“ are a crucial spatial quality to be maintained. Keeping the perspectives 
between the band of houses is very important. No densification in these areas is needed — 
the creation of quarter cores in the band. The inner region is a valuable instrument for green 
connection, urban life, rural wildlife and care in different dimensions.

1 South Quarter Mobilty hub with Harbour Site 
2  Lochau meadow in the centre 
3 Opening Triangle - Division of Traffic 
4 Hörbranz connection area connection to Hörbranz 
5 School Lawns as an other typology of the meadows

Active Densified Band - A civic ribbon for Lochau 
Remix, Rebuild, Add on - Future Development Scenario 
NO new sealing of meadows and green areas anymore. Only densification or reuse if needed 
in the band region. Usage of existing infrastructures and a remix of housing types (existing 
networks of streets, lighting etc...) Further creation of centres with a good connection 
throughout Lochau within the ring creates a higher quality of active life and explicit 
activation of ground floor zones due to the higher density of users — better public transport 
due to higher use.

1  Lochau harbour centre as community 
 centre at the beach
2  industrial area incorporated 
 into productive ring 
3 train station area as future development 
4   new development closing the development ring of Lochau
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A.

A  green roo� intensive greenery
B wild�lower garden
C high grasses
D ktichen garden
E playground garden
F parking with natural included biotops
G old ramp as sitting spot  

inclusion o� nature

a.

b.
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e.

g.

g.

g.

�.

a. connection o� playground and kiosk
b.  connection o� inbetween space with kitchen garden
c. connection o� inbetween space bbq beach
d.  new civic space
e. harbour terrace connected 
 through the harbour buliding and its sides
�. new insula spot 
g. new views towards the lake - around through and 
 along the building

spatial distribution/viewcorridors

1  zenthal lights - light lanterns
2  light poles 
3 lighting poles �or night sports
4  sitting benchens lighted in the night
5  new harbourspace o� harbour
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a  �ishing and lakeviewing spot
b  bikestorage/ebike loading station
c playground garden
d all user roo� terrace
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h access �rom train
i inbetween space acessing all rooms 
j harbour dock access

organisation o� user �lows 
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concept diagrams
diagrammatic exploration of the project site. 1. night scenario 2. distribu-
tion of spaces 3. inclusion of nature 4. user flows 

Civic Engagement
Project horizon in the creation of a new Harbour Building. 
Applied strategies and events:

1.  removal of all parts which need to go through the recyling process
2.  cutting of the ship to create a splitt 
3.  farewell celebration 
4.  removal of top parts of the ship
5.  keeping a part of a ship as a planting pot
6. ground breaking celebration 
7  excavation and base creation of new building

Amidst the construction of the new Lochau Harbour building, a grand 
project unfolds, incorporating the essence of creating cherished memories. 
The project orchestrates numerous festivities, making sure every miles-
tone is a moment to cherish. The Ferry Farewell celebration is one of the 
highlights, bidding adieu to the old ferry. The sight of the departing ferry 
stirred nostalgic emotions, yet everyone embraced the winds of change. It 
marked one of the first public engagements of the deconstruction process. 
Watching the sun go down through a precise cut through the ship is one of 
many steps in creating a new civic building. 

Locals, various members of the associations such as the music club, the 
school with its students and teaching staff, officials, stakeholders and also 
guests  should be involved in the process with all its program points. It 
should be a celebration of public space and all its human and non-human 
actors who occupy and influence  it. 

Civic Engagement
Farewell celebration of the Old Ferry or watching 
how the sun goes down through a cut ship

overall site plan 
1:1000
 

1 new harbour building
2  existing harbour building
3 kiosk 
4 civic space in front of kiosk
5 rainwater collection tank/overground cistern
6 vegetation screen for shade and biodiversity
7 reconfigured boat ramp as seating sculpture
8 BBQ chimneys/built in BBQ stations
 gas/electric bbq pots without smoke/ public use

Lochau rural (h)arbours

Lochau (h)arbour
Reflection Site - Lochau Plains
The overall strategy articulates itself over small and niche-based tactics 
(agglomerations), which will be inserted through specific times and areas. 
The insertions uncover forgotten and unfulfilled civic desires such as walking 
along the river, walking in the forest, biking around the village and the lake, 
enjoying the rivers of Lochau and experiencing – directly - Lochau’s wild 
environments within its cultural rural fabric. The agglomerations outline 
new contact lines, hidden beauties, and reconfigured maintenance aspects 
and weave together into a new understanding of Lochau as a generous rural 
space for many. 

The current models and development strategies must be revised to address 
current challenges—Lochau (H)arbours emphasize strong cores, water 
arteries, and civic ribbons. The vision involves active negotiation, renewed 
green spaces, civic node centres, and reduced car traffic. The project focuses 
on caring for the Lochau meadows as green corridors, adding strategic in-
frastructural interventions. The (H)arbour building, as a prototype of this 
concept, is a catalyst for interaction and inclusivity, embracing the idea of 
care, culture, and community. Spatially, the building consists of light shafts 
and various planting typologies to attract birds and insects while providing 
shade, collecting water and cooling. In that sense, the Lochau (h)arbour 
becomes the meeting point in the coast garden.

Projectsite – Lochau (H)arbour
On the project site, the new building replaces the old ferry in the port of Lo-
chau on Lake Constance. All functions are combined in a single compact 
volume. The structure is positioned parallel to the existing harbour master 
building and forms a kind of square or alley situation with it. Towards the 
harbour basin, another terrace is created, allowing a view of the ships and the 
lake. The entire building is passable all around, and every room has direct ac-
cess to the outside and in; the only corridor is the main central space, a shared 
space. Within this space is a large sliding wall separating the sailing school’s 
multifunctional room and the restaurant’s dining room or connecting them 
by sliding into one large room. The sliding wall could be moved outwards to 
create an interior, exterior space for the inhabitants of Lochau. 

Overall concept
A building thought as the intensity of uses, composited through notions of 
the natural in the artificial, the landscape in the architectural, the urban in 
the wild, and the universal in the local. The old ferry will be replaced with a 
new structure. The project initiates a process which starts with dismantling 

9 new accessible stair to boats
10 stair and elevator to roof
11 additional PV on the roofs
12 old ferry plant pot
13 wild flower areas
14 moved bee hives 
15 new harbour terrace
16 playground in view connection with kiosk
17 boule playground spot (also at night)

18 e bike loading spot  and bike stand
19 kitchen garden for community and restaurant
20 new beach for Lochau
21 additional crossing - moving bridge 
 (example: zugbrücke rheinhof)
22 new boat ramp
23  new unloading spot – not sealed
24 stone staircase seating area
25 mobility hub with PV and bike loading station

26 natural parking – temporary civic space
27 moving wall as reconfigurable 
 element for the civic space
28 existing trees with roof bridge

the ferry and the cycles of uses after the building is completed. Thus, the old 
ferry will not be demolished and thrown away but will be carefully celebrated 
and partly reused. 

Spatial Organisation of the (h)arbour building
All needed spaces are organised under one big roof open to all sides, thus elim-
inating corridors. The outside perimeter of the building becomes the space of 
transition. The rooftop of the building is open to the public, providing new 
views of the lake. The main rooms, which are the dining room of the restau-
rant and the multifunctional room of the sailing school, are not considered 
two separate entities but as spaces that could be temporarily connected. This 
makes the building usable for many celebrations and situations within the 
year. The simple gesture of moving a wall out creates new possibilities which 
were previously unthought of. Furthermore, the Lochau arbour is consid-
ered a public building - the gastronomy and the yacht club are tenants of the 
public. Spatial use and resulting protocols may be embodied in the tenancies. 
We are convinced that the design of rules and protocols is also the design of 
space, especially in this case of a public building, which shelters inclusiveness 
on common ground. 

Construction 
The building is considered to be entirely fabricated out of wood. The prima-
ry strucutre consists of CLT panels, which carry the load over longer spans. 
Precedents for this type of construction could be found in the fabrication of 
factory buildings (for example, Kaufmann Holzbau in the Bregenzerwald re-
gion). Round clt columns and bracing walls with thick straw or hemp insula-
tion layer stiffen the structure in the longitudinal and cross-section. Rotating 
windows provide flexibility for use at various times of the season. The concrete 
base could provide enough building support without needing deep founda-
tions. The colour of the wood facade will vary due to its weathering and, in 
that sense, will change according to its season, similar to the lake’s colour.

8 temporary usage of platform 
9 wood construction topping out celebration with 
 concert in construction site
10 finishing of the building, planting of garden
11   maintenance of garden through different actors
12.1 civic event in the new building
12.2 diverse program of civic and private events in the new spaces  
 within the seasons 
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November

February

April 
May

Farewell "Old Ferry“
Feast �or all people in the 
community o� Lochau and guests

Farewell "Old Ferry“
Feast �or all people in the 
community o� Lochau and guests

Topping-out ceremony / Richt�est
Local associations o� Lochau celebrate with 
per�ormances

Planting o� the project site
Creation o� community gardens and 
installation o� bee boxes and insect hotels on 
the site and in the reused part o� the old �erry

spring / summer

moveable wall can be opened

open-air cinema
concerts
theaters
exhibitions
�leamarket or other markets
yoga and other sport activities
private and public events / 
celebrations

moveable wall can be 
opened �or outside 
activites /
one big space inside
„Lochau hall“

moveable wall closed
restaurant space 
multi�unctional space

Recycling 
�all / winter

moveable wall will be inside

concerts
theaters
�leamarket
reading evenings
exhibition
game nights
yoga and other sport activities
private events such as 
christmas parties, birthdays, 
etc.

Groundbreaking 
The construction o� the new 
building at Lochau Harbor starts
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Workshop/o��ice  15 m2

Kitchen (one room) 120 m2
Storage   60 m2

Laundry  10 m2
Toilets  45 m2

Restaurant 200 m2

Restaurant 200 m2

Kiosk  15 m2

“Lochau Hall“ 
280m2 �or celebration

all rooms open to all sides

Multi�unctional room 
�or all 80 m2

Multi�unctional room 
�or all 80 m2

moveable wall

a. light lanterns

b. roo� garden
Simple intensive greening
low maintene sel� su��icient
perennials, shrubs, trees
cooling in summer
insulting in winter 

roo� terrace

staircase and elevator

wintersun

summersun

inbetween alley

c. water collection
water management system
collecting rainwater
when substrate is saturated 

d. rainwater usage �rom 
drainage system �or 
greenery screen 

e. structural wood
clt plate beam
12 cm x 1,2m
long span 
 

�. accoustic inlets
hemp

 

g. Cistern
rainwater collection tank �or 
gardening and water cycle

 

h. structural grid
clt raw un�inished

 

i.  ventilation concept
1 - lanterns as wind chimneys
2 - air inlet windows on each side
3 - thermal activated �loor
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Toilets 15 m2
Storage  10 m2Workshop/o��ice 30 m2

Re�use collection point 10 m2
Storage 10m2
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proposed species for the vegetaion screen

1  Vitis coignetiae (Rostrote Rebe)
2   Actinidia arguta (Bayrischer Kiwi)
3  Clematis - Lasurstern (Waldrebe)
4  Fallopia aubertii (Knöterich)
5  Clematis alpina Frances Rivis (Alpenwaldrebe)
6  Rosa «Albertine» (Kletterrose)
7  Celastrus orbicularis (Baumwürger)
8  Vitis aestivalis (Sommerrebe)
9  Campsis radicans, Yellow Trumpet (Trompetenblume)
10  Ampélopsis aconitifolia (Scheinrebe)
11   Wisteria sinensis «Prolific» (Glyzine, Blauregen)

1  dining space
2  public room
3  kitchen
4  office
5  toilets sailing school
6  storage
7  toilets bathers
8  waste storage
9  office 

17

season fall - rust, red, orange yellow, falling of leaves

a rural hybrid for lochau
diagrammatic exploration of the climatic/structural 
and material aspects of the new harbour bulding

A view towards the lake.Summer scene with the moving wall slightly outside. The vegation screen appears in lush green. The inside is open an welcoming guests.

A view towards the harbour. Leaves are aleady starting to fall down. The last moments of sun could be expierenced along the day. 

Synergies of the  Lochau (h)arbour

The new public building with the coastal garden at the harbour of Lochau acts as a civic
platform, activated by a wide variety of actors - humans and non-humans coexist in symbiosis 
in the different functions and spatial situations.
 
It provides an public space within a biodiverse landscape and brings togehter differnt actors 
through its design. Summer schools, sailing clubs, book markets and open air cinemas or new 
forms of labour could all become part of this extended living space. In thus the Lochau 
(h)arbour building could be seen as a big summerhouse inviting its mulitiude of users and in 
winter becomes a wintergarden for all the residents. Therefore this hybrid profits from its va-
rious synergies surrounding it. Some of these are: The usage of the interior of the restaurant, 
the usage of the garden as cultivation, the usage of the big space for civic events, the platfrom 
of the site as place to gether at the lake, reconfigurable elements usable for many actors and 
many more. 

floorplan 
m 1:500 

elevations
m 1:500 

west elevationnorth elevation section through civic spacesouth eleveation east elevation

building plants and seasonalities

season summer - fresh green, white and some red dots

season spring - green, rose, blue rain, airy and light colours 

growth over time change of overall appearnce  blurring of rectangular shape

planting sheme based on colour,  food for insects and animals, seasons and shade

screensurface corrugated steel

Lochau rural (h)arbours

10  kiosk
11  roof access
12  moving wall
13  rainwater collection
14  terrace 
15  kitchen garden
16 kiosk front
17 open bookshelf


